Campus Light
Meets every Wednesday during Lunch in E1
Everyone welcome to join us for fellowship, food, and fun 😊

JOIN REMIND 101:
For text messages:
TEXT to: @cd40d to (530) 402-8743
OR EMAIL: 2d40b@mail.remind.com

Questions? Contact: Carolyn Miller, Teacher/Advisor 530-677-2281 ext. 2376 OR cmiller@eduhsd.net
The purpose of this club is to create an inviting atmosphere for ALL students and staff attending Ponderosa and encourage each other to:

- Develop closer peer relations
- Assist and support fellow students facing various difficulties
- To share the Christian faith with others
- To lift fellow members up through fellowship, prayer and encouragement
- To provide for the needs of others through community service
- To study and deepen faith and beliefs